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Newswire
The Xavier University

Inside the ’Wire…

What’s in and out at
Xavier in ‘08

P u b l i s h e d s i n c e 1915 b y t h e s t u d e n t s o f X a v i e r Un i v e r s i t y

Volume XCIII Issue 15

The Newswire staff tells you what the new
year has in store for Xavier on page 7

week of JANUARY 16, 2007

Xavier
strikes
back
Defendants deny allegations of discrimination;
call Finch and Michels’ motives into question

Patrick Stevenson
Editor-in-Chief

Xavier University officials fired back at two professors who recently sued
them for gender discrimination, denying all allegations
of impropriety and gender
discrimination made in the
lawsuit.
The defendants, who
include Dr. Roger Fortin,
Academic Vice President
and Provost, Dr. Janice
Walker, Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences,
and Dr. Indra de Silva, chair
of the Communication Arts
department, allege that Drs.
Miriam Finch and Tara Michels developed and executed a plan to wrongly accuse
several high-ranking Xavier
officials of gender discrimination.
A cornerstone of the defendants’ case is a letter
written by a three member,
independent review panel
consisting of Ali Malekzadeh, Dean of the Williams
College of Business, Carol
Scheerer, Chair of the Department of Occupational

Therapy,
term as
and Debra
departPearce,
m e n t
Chair of
chair,
the De“Dr. Mipartment
c h e l s
of Biologcalled Dr.
ical Sci- Miriam Finch (left) and Vice
Finch at
ences at President Roger Fortin (right). h o m e ,
Northern
and asked
Kentucky University, who her to join her in charging
were appointed by Fortin to Dr. de Silva with gender disinvestigate the Communi- crimination, harassment and
cation Arts department [for retaliation.”
the complete text of the
According to the comdocument, visit xu.edu/ mittee’s report, the actions
newswire].
of Finch, Michels and MiThe report summarizes chels’ husband, Randy Patthe findings of the panel’s node, also a faculty meminvestigation, which present ber of the Communication
a considerably different pic- Arts department, created a
ture of the Communication “divisive and distrustful”
Arts department than does environment in the departFinch and Michels’ lawsuit. ment. The committee also
The committee states that stated, “The result of this
before the spring of 2007, behavior by the three faculty
Finch and Michels had pub- members is that the work of
licly feuded for three years, the department is at a standoften having “outbursts in still.”
department meetings.”
Finch and Michels have
The report goes on to say also been criticized by sevthat in early spring 2007, eral prominent Xavier acawhen Dr. de Silva was being demics for their treatment of
re-appointed for a second fellow faculty members.

Ernest Fontana, professor of English [see Fontana’s letter on p. 4] and
Paul Colella, professor of
philosophy, wrote a letter to
the faculty committee, protesting Finch and Michels’
characterization of Norman
Finkelstein, professor of
English, in their lawsuit.
Fortin also stated in an
affidavit that during a faculty meeting at the beginning
of the fall semester “Drs.
Finch and Michels engaged
in highly disruptive, disrespectful, juvenile and offensive behaviors along with
Dr. Michels’ husband, Dr.
Patnode.”
“Dr. de Silva claimed
that he too was the victim
of racial and national origin
discrimination by plaintiffs
Finch and Michaels and Dr.
Patnode,” said Fortin.
At the recommendation
of the independent review
panel, Fortin, on Nov. 14,
“requested that Xavier’s
Faculty Hearing Committee
initiate termination proceedings against both Finch and
Michels.”

Local leaders leery of XU
KATIE ROSENBAUM
Campus News Editor

The upcoming campus
expansion has generated
hopes and concerns for community leaders.
Recently, Xavier officials
has been working closely
with the Evanston Business
Council regarding what
they envisioned for Xavier Square and on-campus
businesses, says Elizabeth
Blume, director of the Community Building Institute,
which helps build relationships between Xavier and
local communities, including Norwood, Evanston and
North Avondale.
Blume says that community members have expressed a need for a bank,
grocery store and drug store
in Xavier Square, so those
in charge of development
will try to market to these
types of businesses to serve
not only students, but community members as well.
Community leaders have
been shown four or five versions of potential versions
of campus expansion. “We
were asked for input on
plans that Xavier had for

T o

The Woods is just one of the businesses that has been
affected by Xavier’s campus expansion project.
campus expansion, although business or community
I do not ultimately know leader do not believe that
what the final plans for cam- they had input regarding
pus expansion will be,” says campus expansion.
William Graff, resident of
Sharon Muyaya, president
West Norwood, member of of the Evanston Community
the West Norwood Neigh- Council, says that she does
borhood Council.
not consider herself part of
Gratt says Community the planning process and
members are excited and was not consulted regarding
hopeful about campus ex- her opinion on which type
pansion. “This expansion of businesses she would be
will have an impact beyond beneficial to the community.
the Xavier campus. It will “I don’t consider showing
have a major impact on the someone a few options for
area with the commercial Xavier Square plans as beand retail additions,” says ing involved in the planning
Graff. “There is a lot of back process.”
and forth communication
She also says that the
between local communities expansion is positive and
and Xavier,” says Blume.
“some of the Evanston loHowever, some local cal businesses will benefit

C o m f o r t
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from people and students
that will be attracted to the
area,” but Xavier “needs to
be sensitive with regards to
additional traffic that may
occur as a result of Xavier
Square.” Some of the side
streets around campus are
not designed to handle the
traffic that may result, Muyaya says.
Will DeLuca, former
member of Norwood City
Council and owner of
Betta’s Italian Oven, 3764
Montgomery Road, says
that he has not had any input
regarding campus expansion. “People in Norwood
have called me a pioneer of
the area, opening a restaurant when Montgomery was
a forgotten, desolate stretch
of land, but those in charge
of campus expansion have
not approached me to ask
me for input,” says DeLuca.
He is excited for the
campus expansion and says
it will be great for Norwood,
Xavier and students.
Next week: Part two of
this series investigating
Xavier’s relationship with
local communities

a n d

www.xavier.edu/newswire

Zumbiel lives to
see another day
(or week, or
month...)

MATTHEW FINGER
Managing Editor

The demolition of the
Zumbiel plant has been delayed again, despite plans
for a Jan 19 implosion.
The discovery of small
amounts of asbestos around
window caulking within the
Zumbiel plant is the cause
of the delay, according to
Xavier University Director
of Public Relations Debora
Del Valle. The asbestos
must be removed before the
planned implosion can occur.
The demolition of the
plant has been contracted to
J&L Management Corporations, a Michigan-based
demolition and construction
company. Matt Schwab, the
Zumbiel site director for
the J&L says that currently
there is no time schedule for
the destruction of the plant.
The plant will be imploded, but not before much
of the steel and concrete is
removed from the site for
recycling. According to
Robert Sheeran, the Xavier
associate vice president for
facility management, “All
the steel, even what we find
buried in the concrete, will
be cut into small pieces and
taken to AK Steel in Middletown for recycling.”
All of the concrete removed from the site will
be ground into aggregate.
The steel will go to a scrap
processing facility, where it

A f f l i ct
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Newswire photo By Erika Bresee

is melted down and reused.
The removal of these materials is scheduled to take
two to three months.
According to Del Valle,
“Site preparation will take
place over the next year
with actual groundbreaking expected towards the
end of 2008 or beginning of
2009.”
“Site preparation includes doing ground borings, which is going over
the site and taking a deep
sample from each area,” Del
Valle said.
“This helps the planners,
designers and construction
managers know what kind of
ground they will be working
with, and if the land needs to
be prepped in anyway.”
Once the site is prepared
properly, there will be a
symbolic ground breaking
to commemorate the start
of the project, Del Valle
added.
J&L is also one of the
companies that will be used
to remove some of the houses on Cleaney Avenue for
Xavier’s campus expansion.
©2007
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BRIEFS
Katie Rosenbaum, Editor
News Desk: 745-3122
newswire-news@xavier.edu

Graduation
application

Students preparing to graduate need to submit a “Graduation
Application” by Jan. 18. Students
not yet eligible for a degree but
planning on participating in the
May ceremony need to submit a
“Walker” application as well as a
“Graduation Application” for anticipated actual graduation term.
Undergraduates are required to
be within 12 credit hours by May
8. Graduates are required to be
within six credit hours by May 8.
The applications are accessible at
the Office of the Registrar website
or in person at Alter 129.

Encounter
applications
Campus Ministry is offering
an Encounter Retreat the weekend
of Feb. 22-24 and is now accepting applications. The Encounter
Retreat is a follow-up retreat to
Xavier’s Approach Retreat or to
any Kairos, TEC or other similar
retreat. Encounter invites sophomores, juniors and seniors who
have been on Approach or any
other Kairos experience and are
open to connecting with God in
others and meeting God in a more
reflective, personal way to apply.
Contact Fr. Beausoleil, S.J. at
x3005 for more info.

China trip
This summer from June 11 to
June 24, there will be a trip to
China. Students will tour Beijing, the Great Wall, the Terra
Cotta Warriors in Xian, Buddist
Temples, Guilin, the Li River,
Jesuit Cathedrals and Shanghai.
Three graduate and undergraduate credits in theology available.
For more information contact Dr.
Brennan Hill at hillb@xavier.
edu.

Mascot competition
PRSSA is looking for contestants to participate in their
DEBUNKIFY (anti-smoking
campaign) Mascot Competition on Jan. 31 at 7 p.m. in the
GSC Atrium. Contestants have
a chance to win the grand prize
of $350 through a series of small
challenges. Contact Amanda
Gregory at gregoryal1@xavier.
edu for questions and details.

Club football
The Club Football team is
having an organizational/recruiting Meeting at 9:00 p.m.
on Tuesday, Jan. 22, at Schmidt
Fieldhouse. Winter workout and
spring practice schedules will be
discussed The first off-season
conditioning workout will be
held immediately after the meeting about 9:30 p.m.

CAMPUS NEWS                                          

The Xavier Newswire

Professor Profile: Dr. David Yi
Economics professor Dr.David
Yi, who is originally from Seoul,
South Korea, and
who has B.A. in
Economics from
Wayne State University and Ph.D. in Economics
from the University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign, teaches
students that economics is not
only important in business, but
also in the real world.
Q: What classes do you
teach?
A: I teach Principles of Microeconomics and Macroeconomic,
Public Economics for majors and
Managerial Economics at the
MBA level.
Q: What is your favorite
thing about Xavier?
A: It is very people friendly;
both the schools I attended are
big. Compared to those two
schools Xavier is very personable, nice and friendly. people
say hi to you here even if they
don’t know you. You feel like
you belong.

Q: Why do you think students should take an econ
class in college?
A: Because it makes you
smarter. It teaches you to think
and view things differently.

Q: If you were a contestant on Survivor what is
the one thing you would
bring that you can’t live
without?
A: My Bible.

Q: How did you become
interested in economics?
A: My junior year in college
one of my professors in econ
was very influential on my decision. I always wanted to work
with young people. The idea of
shaping the minds of people and
guiding them in the right direction always seemed attractive
to me.

Q: What is one country
that you would want to
visit?
A: I
always
wantedto
go to Africa, anywhere
in the
South Sahara.

Q: What is the coolest job
you can get with a degree in
economics?
A: The chair of the Federal Reserve Bank. Wouldn’t that be cool
to control world economics?

Q: If
you could
hang out
with a famous person for a
day, who
would you
choose to
hang out

Q: What did
you want to be
when you were
little?
A: I wanted to be
a soldier, like a G.I.
Joe-type soldier.

with?
A: Billy Graham. I would
also like to hang out with Barack
Obama.

Q: Do you have any advice for your students?
A: Dream big.
Q: What is
on your iPod
right now?
A: I don’t have
one. I like the Baroque period music like Bach and
Vivaldi.
Q: What is one thing that
you think Xavier should
have on campus after it is
expanded?
A: A real football team.
Q: Is there anything your
students should know about
you?
A: I really care about their
future, but I don’t know if students are aware of this. We want
the best for them. Sometimes
students think we push them too
hard, but we do it because they
need this. A little bit of pressure
is a good thing because the real
world is harder than they expect.
We don’t do it to make their lives
miserable.

Police Notes
SGA execs
working to achieve
platform goals
Dec. 10, 3:52 p.m.- A student reported someone may have tampered
with the deadbolt lock on a door
leading into his or her on-campus
house on Ledgewood Avenue.

Stephanie Metz
Assistant Campus News Editor

Many of the current goals laid out
in the SGA Executive platform have
been achieved or are in progress,
while others have not been begun,
but SGA intends to work on these
projects this semester.
One of the major projects of the
SGA Executives Maggie Meyer,
Kailin Borton and Craig Scanlon,
was the implementation of a weekend shuttle service running the first
Friday of each month to Newport on
the Levy. A shuttle was also created
to provide transportation
to off-campus worship
sites on Jewish and Muslim holidays.
SGA Executives
hosted an administration form where students
were given the opportunity to voice concerns
and ask questions of
President Fr. Michael
Graham, S.J. and others in the
administration. A second forum
is being planned for the spring
semester.
SGA Executives, with the help of
Physical Plant, worked to organize
and complete the construction of
sand volleyball courts before the
beginning of the 2007-08 academic
year.
The Executive Board also supported All Card access to dorms
which will begin Jan. 22.
Other platform goals, which are
in the works, include a monthly
day-time shuttle to area stores. It is
scheduled to begin in February.

The executives are collaborating with Auxiliary Services to have
All Cards accepted at various area
restaurants. A student survey taken
sometime in January will help determine which restaurants should
be included.
An international information fair
is being organized to give students
more opportunities to pursue study
abroad programs.
A few platform goals, such as
creating a Rate-My-Landlord program and the ability to use fitness
classes for credit hours have not
yet been started by the
Executive Board.
During the spring
semester, the Executives
plan to “administer a
survey to assess student
input on this progress,
as well as suggestions
for future projects and
initiatives.”
SGA Executives
have created the ride board located
in the GSC, worked with the Administration, Peace and Justice Programs
and Campus Ministry to construct a
ramp to the Dorothy Day House
and Loyola House, and installed
ice cream vending machines in the
Gallagher Student Center during the
fall semester.
Meyer, Borton and Scanlon said,
“We have found that many of the
goals of various folks on campus are
much more similar than they are different, and that there is much greater
opportunity for positive change on
campus if we are in constant collaboration with one another.”

Dec. 11, 12:21 a.m.- A student
reported that he or she was assaulted
and touched inappropriately by an
unidentified suspect on Winding
Way.
Dec. 13, 1:32 p.m.- Residence
Life reported graffiti outside the
south entrance of Husman Hall.
Dec. 15, 1:15 a.m.- Two students
wrestling in the bushes outside
Bellermaine Chapel were cited for
underage consumption.
Dec. 15, 2:29 a.m.- A non-student smoking marijuana in the lobby
of Husman Hall was cited for drug
abuse and failure to cooperate. Two
students were also cited with underage consumption.
Dec. 17, 2:42 a.m.- Campus
Police assisted Cincinnati Police in
apprehending a suspect who terminated a vehicle pursuit in front of
the Village on Dana Avenue. The
suspect fled from the automobile,
dropped a handgun on the driveway
of the Women’s Center and was
eventually arrested in the woods
behind the Center.
Dec. 21, 3:38 a.m.- Campus Police checked on a non-student lying
in the middle of Harold Avenue near
Husman Hall. The person was found
to be intoxicated and was released
to a friend.
Dec. 22, 3:50 a.m.- Campus
Police assisted Cincinnati Police in
apprehending the driver of a stolen
vehicle driving erratically around
campus.

Dec. 24, 3:50 a.m.- Campus
Police assisted Norwood Police in
arresting a subject who was standing in the middle of the intersection
at Montgomery Road and Cleaney
Avenue soliciting drivers for donations and blankets.
Dec. 28, 1:10 a.m.- A non-student was arrested in the A-lot on
four outstanding warrants and possession of a crack pipe. The suspect
advised officers that he or she had
just swallowed a gram of cocaine.
The subject was transported to University Hospital for observation. A
second non-student was escorted off
campus from the A-lot.
Jan. 4, 2:44 a.m.– Campus Police, Residence Life and Cincinnati
Fire and Rescue responded to a fire
alarm in the first floor of the Commons. An investigation revealed that
a non-student who a student had
allowed to live in their apartment
over break had started a small grease
fire. The non-student was escorted
off campus.
Jan. 13, 10:24 p.m.- A student
reported that someone had used his
or her credit card to make online
purchases in excess of $425.
Jan. 14, 4:42 a.m.- An alumnus
parked improperly in the Bell Lot
was arrested on four outstanding
warrants.

Police Note
of the Week
Dec. 15, 1:54 a.m.- A non-student walked into Flynn Hall, the
Campus Police station, and was
cited for having an open container
of alcohol.
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PAID ADVERTISEMENTS

Looking for first and second year student volunteers
to be part of focus groups for Xavier Square
Commonly referred to as the “East Campus”
development, Xavier Square will include a combination
of student housing, affinity housing, stores and
restaurants, commercial office space, a boutique hotel,
fitness center, student health center and Xavier bookstore

Focus groups will be utilized on an as needed basis to advise and
provide suggestions and feedback on the amenities and services
prior to the construction phase of the project

The Xavier Newswire

Be a part
of history at
the University
of Dayton
For the first time, NASDAQ
will hold a remote closing bell
ceremony on a college campus.

If interested, please contact the office of student
life and leadership at 513-745-3166 or
reidcs@xavier.edu

See it live on March 27 during
RISE VIII, the world’s largest
student investment forum.
Join the biggest names on
Wall Street and the brightest
young minds in finance at
an extraordinary moment
telecast around the world.
Co-sponsored by the University of Dayton and
the United Nations Global Compact.

Rusty Bucket is a neighborhood restaurant and tavern featuring
fantastic pub-style food in a casual sports setting.

Opening February 2008
CURRENTLY HIRING

Servers, Host/ess, Bartenders, Cooks, Dishwashers
Apply in Person, Mon-Fri 10am-6pm at:

To register: visit http://udrise.udayton.edu
e-mail udrise@udayton.edu or call 937-229-3384.

Rookwood Commons & Pavilion
2692 Madison Rd.
Norwood, OH 45209
Call 513-841-2739
or download application at our website.
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Jake the Newswire Bunny
for President in ‘08:
the right experience to
lead
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We don’t have a lot of hobbies besides putting this fine publication
together, but one of them is attending Xavier basketball games.
So naturally, we decided to stay in town for a few extra days after finals
to go to the Tennessee game.
When we got to our seats before the game, we were absolutely horrified by all of the people sitting in the student section wearing Tennessee
gear.
While this made us unhappy, we assumed that not enough students
showed up to get tickets, so the ticket office put them up for sale to the
public (which would be perfectly reasonable).
However, several of our sources started telling us that the ticket office had actually put tickets in the student section up for sale before the
student ticket distribution.
In fact, many students who took time out of their day to stand in line for
tickets were turned away by the ticket office, as they had already peddled
their tickets to Tennessee fans.
Seriously, denying your own institution’s students tickets in order to
sell them to opposition fans? Is Dr. Claw running the ticket office?
Look, we get that Xavier’s got to make some green to help make this
college function.
We also get that ticket sales to basketball games are a valuable source
of income that helps make this institution become a better place for all
students.
But at some point, having some institutional pride has to outweigh
making a few extra bucks.

The few, the proud, the friends
“I hate those people, they are so elitist.” Actually, we hate that saying
and we hear it a lot about all sorts of different groups on campus. People
say that about social justice advocates, the X-treme Fans, RAs, SGA and
even (gasp) the Newswire.
And while we believe that elitism does exist on some campuses, it is
our general opinion that we are mistaking elitism for the simple fact that
it’s easy to make friends with the people you work with.
When you see someone you know at a party, especially someone that
you work with so much, its natural to acknowledge them and strike up a
conversation. Most of that time its about the latest office gossip, or a new
idea you have or relating an inside joke. People should not confuse this
for elitism. It’s called friendship! It makes the world go round!
And maybe we label people as elitist because we can’t participate in
the office gossip or know what its like to be an RA and be hated. It is our
fear of not fitting in that breeds elitism.
And what’s the harm in having pride in the organization that invest
some much time and brain power into? At the Newswire we are proud
that we still exist to publish weekly and that people actually read us. And
all the other clubs at Xavier should be proud of the good things that they
accomplish that make the university better. While that sentence just oozes
cheesiness, we believe it’s true.

’Roid rage

In case you were wondering why our nation’s lawmaking branch of
government deems it necessary to spend time investigating rule violations in a for-profit company, Sports Editor Doug Tifft tells us that it has
something to do with Congress allowing MLB to have a monopoly on
the sport of baseball sometime in the 1930s. Apparently, this was done
on the conditions that Congress would be allowed to intervene in MLB’s
affairs if deemed necessary.
Good thing we get to vote.
How about we vote for lawmakers instead of baseball fans next time?
Because we feel that there are more pressing issues we as a nation must
face than whether or not Roger Clemens cheated at a game.

On the Web: http://www.xavier.edu/newswire
The Xavier Newswire is published weekly
throughout the school year, except during vacation and final exams, by the students of Xavier
University, 3800 Victory Parkway, Cincinnati, OH
45207-2129.
The staff editorial is written by a different staff
member each week and does not necessarily reflect
the sentiments of the entire staff. It is also not the
sole responsibility of the Opinions and Editorials
editor to write it.
The statements and opinions of the Xavier
Newswire are not necessarily those of the student
body, faculty or administration of Xavier. The

statements and opinions of a columnist do not necessarily reflect those of editors or general staff.
Subscription rates are $30 per year or $15 per
semester within the USA and are prorated.
Subscription inquiries should be directed to
Patrick Stevenson, 513-745-3607.
Advertising inquiries should be directed to Ellie
Jaqueth, Advertising Manager, 513-745-3561.
One copy of the Xavier Newswire, distributed
on campus, is free per person per week. Additional
copies are 25 cents.
Xavier University is an academic community
committed to equal opportunity for all persons.
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Professonalism Among Professors
Happily I am not familiar with
the discursive conventions of the
department that characterizes itself
as “Communication Arts.”
Nevertheless, it is neither “artful” nor professional for a Xavier
faculty member, on the basis of the
most primitive gossip and hearsay,
to characterize publicly a colleague
in another department as “sexist,”
whatever that vague and highly
charged expression might mean.

In this case this publicly demeaned faculty member happens to
be one of Xavier’s most professionally accomplished and nationally
recognized scholars.
Since the increasingly large
stable of Xavier administrators
seems unable or unwilling to deal
with what is becoming not a culture
of diversity, but one of accusation,
I enjoin the Faculty Committee
to remind us, in whatever way it

deems appropriate, of our responsibilities to each other, to our students
and to the disciplines we claim to
profess.
Ernest Fontana
English Department
Editor’s note: This letter was
originally addressed to members
of the Faculty Committee. It was
reprinted with the author’s permission.

WANTED:

YOUR THOUGHTS HERE
Whether it’s schedule conflicts or cafeteria woes,
skiing accidents or newswire comic misspellings, being single on christmas or getting crappy gifts, we
want to hear about it. Well maybe not the being single one. You can call your mom about that.

NEWSWIRE-OPED@XAVIER.EDU

Opinions & EDITORIALS

The Xavier Newswire

The Newswire’s

ASK the EXPERTS
W

e know how you feel. You have that one, burning, allimportant question that needs to be asked, but you
just don’t know who can answer it. The fate of the student
body, and maybe the world, depends on getting this answer.
What do you do? We’ll tell you. Write in to our new “Ask
the Experts” feature. Just send an email to Newswire-Oped@
xavier.edu with the subject heading “Ask the Experts” containing your question, and we’ll track down the person
on campus most qualified to answer it, be it an administrator, faculty member or student leader. So don’t be shy. ASK!

Dr. Kathleen Simons
Associate Provost for
Student Life

Rev. Michael Graham, S.J.
University President

Margaret Meyer
Student Government
Association President

The art of communication
On my drive back from St.
Louis, I thought of a great idea for
a column. I’m talking bubbling
genius. Of course, it was probably
excessively didactic, chock-full
of witty criticisms on how typical
college students should live their
lives as opposed to how they actually do.
Immediately upon my arrival
here at X, I forgot that idea.
Fortunately (or unfortunately,
depending upon how much you
need my wisdom), Xavier provided
me with a welcome replacement.
You see, since registering for
classes, I have been increasingly
pumped about my course load.
Since we’re only a week in, whether
or not this enthusiasm is deserved
remains to be seen, but nevertheless, I was excited about the classes
I signed up to take.
Wasting away the last day of
break trying on a new sweatpantsand-robe combination, I thought
to myself, “Hey, I should probably
print out my schedule so I know
where to go tomorrow.”
After downloading and installing and re-downloading and reinstalling various and probably
pointless wireless-access programs

onto my computer, I was finally weekly sicknesses which are conable to navigate onto the portal and fined to specific days of the week,
bring up the oh-so-handy Week-at- potential conflicts within a departa-Glance feature.
ment stemming from accusatory
Pulling up the screen, something behavior and impending lawsuits
went amiss. While I expected a few all could impact the availability of
large gaps due to having a mere one an instructor.
class on Friday, there was an extra
Despite my understanding in
gaping hole on Monday. And
these matters, I do not know
in tiny print at the botwhy I was never informed
tom of the screen, I had
about the change.
a listing of “Courses
You would think that
with Time Conflicts.”
if a department deems
Now, we all know
it necessary to screw
that the university regup my entire schedule,
istration system is smart
the least they could do
enough to prohibit stuwould be to let me know.
dents from signing up for
And especially in this age
two classes at the same
of hyper-communication,
time, so this change
how hard is it to send
darren
would have happened
Lacour
an email?
AFTER I’d signed
Talking with other students who
up.
signed up for the same class, it
Of course, I know that there’s seems that the lack of notification
the disclaimer on the Registrar’s wasn’t limited to me. And it also
Schedule of Classes that the days seems that this department is notoriand times of the courses are all ous for pulling this kind of stunt.
subject to change.
So while I would encourage deI even understand that things partments to stick to the schedules
happen and there are reasons why they give to the Registrar, I underinstructors cannot make the classes stand if circumstances arise where
that they got assigned to teach. they are unable to do so, but come
Things like sudden births of babies, on people. Let us know.

So It Goes by Matt Kroeger
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Mfreke’s forecast
predictions for the year 2008

Welcome back and happy New
Year everybody. I hope you all
had a happy holiday and got a lot
of rest over the break. As you can
already tell, classes have started
and campus life is getting back into
swing. So far 2008 has been kind of
boring, but I have a strong feeling
a lot of wild and crazy things will
happen this year. It already stands
out because it has been declared the
International Year of the Potato by
the United Nations. Potatoes have
played a big role in my life. I am a
big fan of McDonald French fries
and as a child I had a Mr. Potato
Head. International Conversation
initiative Amphibian Ark also declared that this is the Year of the
Frog. How fitting that a “leap” year
be the year of the frog.
Well, enough with the funny
stuff, let’s get down to business as I
predict events to come this year.

Xavier

For the NBA, I predict that the
Boston Celtics win the NBA Championship and that Ray Allen and
Kevin Garnett retire while on top.
In MLB, I see the whole steroids
thing getting even more out of
hand when they find players in the
Little League World Series using
steriods.

Life Style
I believe that in terms of fashion,
retro will be in. Which means you
can borrow your parents’ clothes
and be cool for once!
I predict McDonalds will top
Starbucks in the coffee brewing
business with their new café-style
coffee.
The writer’s strike will go well
into early November 2008 and will
end when the writers finally get
what they ask for. Because of this,
more Americans will find new hobbies to help fill their free time.
This will then lead to a
less obese America.

At Xavier, I predict
a lot of good things.
With the library done,
Celebs
students will flock in
I predict that Brad
mass numbers to see it.
Pitt will break up with
Grades will go up and
Angelina Jolie and be
GPAs will rise as well.
single for a couple of
The Zumbiel
months while working
building will be deon a movie. While on
molished as the new
set, he will fall in love
mfreke
Xavier Square is built
with his fellow co-star
to take its place, but to akpaninye and they will date, get
everyone’s surprise there will be married for a few years and save a
a secret stash of treasure found in devastated American city.
the rubble.
Britney Spears will get her act
With Xavier sports, both the together and become the hot pop
men’s and women’s basketball star she once was. On the other
team will make it to the NCAA hand, her sister Jamie Lynn will
tournament and do well. The men’s give birth to twins and go back to
team will go to the Elite Eight be- Mississippi.
fore losing to eventual champion
Kansas Jayhawks. On the bright Music/Electronics
side, the Musketeers will make it
Soulja Boy will come out with
farther than the Ohio State Buck- another song for 2008 and I am
eyes who lose in the first round to predicting it will have the phrase
(guess who?) the Louisiana State “Crank Dat” somewhere in the title.
Univeristy Tigers. The women will Unfortunately, once again, people
win the tournament, and people will like the song for some reason.
will begin to attend their games in
Apple will come out with anothfuture seasons.
er iPod size. They will also venture
into the fast-food/grocery industry
Sports
and start up a brand called iFood.
This year I predict that the New
These are my predictions for
England Patriots will win Super 2008. I have a very strong feeling
Bowl XLII against the New York that I may be incorrect on a few
Giants. Yes, the New York Giants. of these, but that’s the great thing
This year’s NFL playoffs have about the future. It can change at
been a bunch of rematches from any moment. So have a good and
the regular season, so why not a promising 2008. You never know
rematch from that great game in what headlines you might make
week 16?
for yourself.

SPORTS
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Doug Tifft, Editor
Sports Desk: 745-2878
newswire-sports@xavier.edu

Women fall to GW
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Sophomore Amber Harris came
up two rebounds short of her
16th career double double
The Xavier women’s basketball
team came up short of an upset
attempt against No. 17 George
Washington 56-46 on Sunday in
Washington, D.C.
Amber Harris’ 18 points and
eight rebounds were not enough
to overcome a 16 point halftime
deficit.
Tudy Reed and April Phillips
also contributed with nine points
each.
A promising sign that the young
Musketeers were able to take away
from the loss is that they were able
to out-rebound the potent George
Washington front line by a count
of 40-39.
Ta’Shia Phillips led the rebounding effort with nine, with Harris
and Maureen Hester adding eight
rebounds each.
Xavier even cut the lead to six
midway through the second half
following a 17-7 run, however the
Colonials countered with a run of
15-2 to put it away.
The Muskies were hurt severely
by poor shooting, only shooting 27
percent from three -point range, and
32 percent from the field.
The game was the second
straight game against a ranked opponent for the Muskies after their
65-55 home upset of No. 7 Georgia.

Xavier turns down
national award
Xavier Atheletic Director Mike
Bobinski turned down an award
from Rivals.com on Thursday because the award was attached to the
connotation of “Mid-Major.”
Rivals.com contacted Bobinski
to inform him that they wanted to
award Xavier point guard Drew
Lavender the Mid-Major Player of
the Week award after Lavender had
outstanding performances against
Virginia and Auburn.
Bobinski declined the award
because he disagrees with Xavier
being refered to as a mid-major
program.
“Mid-major is not an in-depth
enough analysis to say that’s who
you are. We operate here at a very
high level.” Bobinski said.
Xavier currently has an Ratings
Percentage Index ranking of 11 and
is ranked 20th in both the AP and
the ESPN/USA Today polls, giving
credence to Bobinski’s argument.
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Muskies roll to six stright wins
Balanced attack has Xavier among favorites heading into A-10 play
Doug Tifft
Sports Editor

Since the first press conference
of the season, Xavier men’s basketball coach Sean Miller has been
talking about the incredible balance
that his team possesses.
That balance has certainly been
on display for the Musketeers as
they have rattled off six straight
victories, and opened the conference season 2-0.
The Muskies opened the run
with a win in a slow paced, half
court game over Delaware St. 6533, showing that their balance extends beyond the scoring column.
The 33 points were the lowest
output by a Xavier opponent since
a 30-28 loss to Oklahoma during
the 1980-81 season, before the introduction of the shot clock.
Despite the low scoring, there
were four Musketeers in double
figures, and Miller got to introduce
the nine man rotation that he had
wanted to all season.
The defense was on full display
on New Year’s Eve as the front
court teamed up to shut down
Kansas State All-American candidate Michael Beasley, en route to a
103-77 win.
Beasley, the top rated freshman
in the country according to Scout.
com, was frustrated by the defensive pressure of Derrick Brown,
Josh Duncan and Jason Love, as he
finished the game with a season-low
five points.
The game was also one of Xavier’s best of the season on offense,
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B.J. Raymond making 20 of his last 28 three point attempts has helped to
eliminate the stigma of Xavier struggling against a zone.
with a school record seven players reached double figures as the
Muskies shot 53 percent for the
game.
The feat was repeated four days
later as seven players again reached
double figures in a 108-70 win over
defending ACC champion Virginia.
The even scoring was aided by
61 percent shooting from 3 point
range, and 63 percent overall.
This time it was Stanley Burrell’s
turn to shut down an All-American
with his defensive assignment on

high scoring Sean Singletary, holding him to 14 points.
Next came a seemingly innocent
trip to Auburn, as the young Tigers
were only expected to finish fourth
in the SEC West in the preseason.
However, the Musketeers had
not won a true road game against a
BCS conference school in the past
eight years.
So the 80-57 road win was more
important than some outside of the
program may have viewed it.
Again it was hot shooting and a

balanced attack that led the way as
five players reached double figures,
and the Auburn zone was torched by
61 percent shooting from beyond
the arc.
The momentum from that win,
however, did not translate to a great
performance the next time out.
Xavier coasted to an 83-68
win over St. Bonaventure despite
a lackadaisical effort throughout
the game.
B.J. Raymond and C.J. Anderson
were the only two players in double
figures, each with 21 points.
The previously stingy defense of
the Musketeers allowed 61 percent
three point shooting, and Zarryon
Fareti and Michael Lee both topped
20 points for the Bonnies.
Miller, clearly upset, said of the
game, “We’re a team on defense
that relies on balance. And when
those things aren’t in place, we’re
just an average team.”
Miller’s verbal reprimands and
hard practices in the next few days
made sure that his team was ready
as Fordham came to town on Saturday.
In a return to normalcy, four
players scored in double figures and
B.J. Raymond’s five of six performance on threes helped Xavier to
a 68-50 win.
The Musketeers’ swarming defense forced Fordham in to a season
low 23 percent on threes.
The Muskies balance will have
to be on display once again as they
face a tough road trip this week, at
Temple and George Washington.

The Spectator by John LaFollette

Weekly commentary on the world of sports
John LaFollette
Foreign Bureau Chief

It is with trepidation and a heavy
heart that the Spectator leaves the
pages of the Newswire for an extended hiatus of who knows how
long.
Like the legendary band Phish,
the Spectator senses that somethin’
ain’t right, that the usual zeal and
fervor with which he approaches
this column have somehow left
him.
As skillful as ever, he is leaving
at his prime to avoid becoming
a gimmick, a laughable, pitiable
shadow of his former self.
Nowhere is the phenomenon
of living legends out-staying their
welcome more prevalent than in the
world of music.
Some bands, like Widespread
Panic, and, more recently, Led
Zeppelin, are able to reinvent
themselves and withstand the test
of time. Other bands, like cheesy
classic rockers Kansas, are onetrick ponies unable to transcend
the ages, achieving immortality
only in their inclusion in pep band
repertoires.
Likewise in sports, most supremely gifted athletes stick around
too long, either to prove that they’ve
still got it (see: Washington Wizard
Michael Jordan), or to break a
tainted record (see: home run king
Barry Bonds).
Others, like tennis great Pete
Sampras and batting champion

Tony Gwynn, have left their sports
at just the right time.
Still, the athletes who attract
most of the Spectator’s attention
and admiration are the ones who are
so unique, so skillful, so creative, so
enamored and so dedicated to their
crafts that they can play as long as
they please without losing the oftreferenced “it.”
Perfect examples include Steve
Nash of the Phoenix Suns, tennis
player Roger Federer, Ichiro Suzuki
of the Seattle Mariners and the
invincible Tiger Woods.
First among such a list, however,
must be future hall-of-famer Brett
Favre. Born to lead, Favre and his
Packers are now poised to march
into the Super Bowl with a win over
the New York Giants in Green Bay
this weekend.
Whether or not they can topple
the New England Patriots in the
Super Bowl is unclear, but at age
38, Favre is playing the best football of his long, incredible career.
His characteristic pass velocity is
certainly down this season, but so
are his characteristic numb-skull
interception throws.
He has certainly not lost any of
his leadership abilities.
After teammate Ryan Grant
fumbled twice in the opening minutes of the Packers’ win over Seattle
last Saturday, leading to consecutive
Seahawk touchdowns and an early
Green Bay deficit, Favre reminded
Grant of his six interceptions in
a playoff game against the Rams
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If Brett Favre and the Packers win the Super Bowl, the Spectator advises
Favre to call it a career.
and told him not to get down on
himself. Grant finished with over
two hundred yards rushing.
As the league’s resident Iron
Man - he’s started 253 consecutive games including one two days
after the death of his father - Favre
has the credibility younger, more
heralded quarterbacks lack.
While his back-foot throwing
style is unorthodox, he still has a
cannon for an arm and plays opposite of one of the best defenses

in the league.
All season Favre has continued
to make the same unbelievable
plays that have defined his career.
Favre should win another Super
Bowl, and take a page out of the
Spectator’s book and ride out on
top.
The Spectator will be taking a
semester long hiatus to Ghana to
provide that continent with the most
verbose sports opinion in either
hemisphere

Arts & Entertainment
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The pros of the strike
emily hoferer
Arts & Entertainment Editor

A new year but no news on this
writers’ strike that seems to be dragging on. If they do not get things
settled soon we may not have an
Academy Awards show. This would
truly break my heart. But, at the
same time, good things sometimes
come from bad situations. Sure, the
Golden Globes were extra lame and
I’m missing “The Office,” but my
new year’s resolution is to be more
optimistic.

3. The writers of “Grey’s Anatomy” get some time off to get
some new story ideas to prevent
their show from dying. And to
think of better characters. And to
get rid of McSteamy. Or steal their
ideas from “Scrubs.” Grey’s execs
also have time to figure out how to
keep Katherine Heigl on their show.
She’s becoming a movie star, and

Emily Hoferer, Editor
Arts & Entertainment Desk:
745-2878
newswire-diversions@xavier.edu

MLKJ Celebration

1. The return of American Gladiators: There were premiere parties
all over the country for this show. It
was like a universal bowl game that
everyone was interested in.
2. Horrible movies will be postponed. Too bad the strike didn’t
happen before they wrote the script
to “Fool’s Gold.” If the trailer
sucks, it probably means the movie
does too.

BRIEFS
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What do American Gladiators and Katherin Heigl have in common? Both are benefiting from the strike.
soon she won’t want to be in scrubs
6. More Americans are winning “Sex and the City” do not sit well
at Seattle Grace.
large sums of money on game with me, but this show doesn’t try
shows. Or in other words, after they to fit that exact mold. It’s a bit more
4. We get to see if Conan pay their taxes, they are getting a dramatic, a bit more tame and is
O’Brien, Jimmy Kimmel, Jay monthly sum of $107 from the pro- keeping me entertained during the
Leno, David Letterman and Jon ducers of “The Power of 10.”
lull of the writer’s strike. And you
Stewart are funny without their
never know, maybe some other
7. The increased coverage of the shows will get the attention they
writers. Conan O’Brien is pretty
funny (and he has a beard!). Jay demise of Britney Spears as report- deserve during the strike.
ed to America by Perez Hilton.
Leno…not so much.
10. People may actually become
8. America has rediscovered an invested in cheering on a team to
5. It is galvanizing the writers
beat the New England Patriots.
and the actors together into an im- old form of entertainment: books.
penetrable force to get the covetous
9. “Cashmere Mafia”: Usually
producers to get their heads out of
shows that attempt to be the next
their derrieres.

The Newswire’s Ins and Outs of 2008

Out

In

-Ryan’s Sports Café
-keys
-asbestos in the library
-political apathy
-bandwagon
basketball fans
-loafing
-Victory Perk
-suing for $20 million
-Soulja Boy

-Ryan’s Pub
-All Card access
-plasma in the library
-political excitement
-bandwagon Patriots
haters
-productivity
-Coffee Emporium
-winning a Pulitzer
-anything else

‘
The Newswire’s YouTube video of the week:

Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.
is hosting a panel discussion
addressing current issues plaguing American society based on
the mindsets and mentalities of
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and
Malcolm X. The event will take
place from 6:30-8:30 p.m. on
Thursday, Jan.17 in the GSC
Theater. Other university events
and discussions honoring Dr.
King’s life and journey will be
held from Wednesday, Jan.16-18.
Check posting in GSC for topics and times. All are welcome.

End of Racism
Preacher Moss and the “End of
Racism” Comedy and Lecture
Tour will be on campus at 9 p.m.
on Thursday, Jan. 17 in the GSC
Theatre. Be there for this amazing event! “How often does it
happen you can have a comedy
performance where the audience
comes out feeling like better
people? His pieces on affirmative
action, the N-word, and anxiety
between races are pure classics,”
said Darrell Hammond, SNL.
Event is free to XU students.

Late Night Snack
The GSC Late Night Snack
for JanuaryS is Potbelly sandwiches and cookies. The snack
will take place at 10:30 p.m. on
Thursday, Jan. 17 in the GSC
food court. This event is free
to XU students with All Card.

Late Night Movie
The GSC Late Night Movie for
January is “Dan In Real Life.”
Show times are at 11 p.m. Thursday through Saturday, Jan.17-19
in the GSC Theater. Free to XU
students with All Card. Spon-

We’re totally boss.
www.xavier.edu/newswire

Conan O’Brien’s German Light Show

New Releases

Live Wires

The following discs are due for release on or after January15..
Anne Murray Duets- Friends and Legends (Manhattan Records) ...
Ringo Starr Liverpool 8 (Capital) ... Kenny Rogers A Love Song (St.
Clair Records) ... Raheem DeVaughn Love Behind the Melody (Jive)
...Jon Foreman Fall and Winter (Credential Recordings).		
				

Thursday, Jan.17

Saturday, Jan.19

@ U.S. Bank Arena

@ U.S. Bank Arena

Friday, Jan.18
Great White $17
@ Annies

Sunday, Jan.20
Justin Roberts $15
@ Cintas Center

Dancing with the Stars $52

Martina McBride $49

sored by the GSC and SAC.
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wednesdaY
January 16

Welcome back loyal, patient
and bodacious Calendar Citizens.
After a painfully long hiatus, we
can once again begin our important
political, social and metaphysical
discussions.
First topic on docket for today...
DONKEY KONG!!!
There may be no greater video
game ever conceived than Donkey
Kong. The only possible exception
is “A Boy and his Blob” originally
created for the first Nintendo.
I want to bring the fantasy world
of Donkey Kong to life on campus.
I want miniature sidekicks named
Diddy. I want to ride ostriches or
swordfish for extra points and I want
eat bananas hanging in mid-air.

Mom always warned me not to fall
in love with animated creatures...
A discussion entitled “Black
Studies in the Academy: A Legacy
of the Movement” will take place
today at 11:30 a.m. in GSC room
214.
If you’re an adorable blondeheaded, energetic freshman in the
improv comedy group “Don’t Tell
Anna” celebrating a special day
today, happiest of wishes to you
and your adorable, blonde-headed,
energetic freshmen friends.

The Xavier Newswire

Calendar City

Monday
January 21

Tonight at 7 p.m. in Ryan’s Pub
will be the “Sean Miller Show.”
Because I’ve never been, I can only
imagine what the show is all about...
By Briana Hansen. To place an item in the calendar, mail to hansenb@xavier.edu.
and believe-you-me my imagination
likes what I see.
I can picture Sean Miller and the
January 17
January 19
rest of his coaching gang in scantily
“Dan in Real Life” will be play- clad gear, entertaining everyone...
You know, Xavier community,
ing again at 11 p.m. in the GSC
I’ve got a lot of room on this CalTheatre.
endar that I need to fill...so I don’t
Watching “A Dan Really Alive”
appreciate you always putting so
is also possible every day of the
much stuff on every Thursday.
week from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. Rather
Princess Uranda:
Can’t you see Thursday doesn’t get
than sitting through a silly movie
The Emo Emu
a lot of space?
What if I wanted to fill some
For example...one day you could with its ‘plot lines’ and ‘actors’ and
of Thursday with my mindless decide to be completely “emo.” You ‘compelling story,’ a group of us
simply get together to watch a man
ramblings?
can call that day “Emo Day.”
I can’t because that means there
In order to do so, you should named Dan go about his everyday
Work it Sean! Show off that
wouldn’t be enough space left to dress in all black, straighten your life for three hours each day. We
chest and that tush! Mmmmm!
talk about the Potbelly Late Night long hair and make sure plenty is in hide from him in the bushes so
Snack at 11 p.m. in the GSC or your face, put on lots of black eye that we see the real Dan and giggle
I don’t think a simple radio show
the meditation group at 5 p.m. in makeup (male or female!), listen to when he does something silly! Like can do justice to these beautiful men
Bellarmine Parish across from the “Dashboard Confessional” while breathing! You’re so silly Dan! and their beautiful choreography
chapel or Preacher Moss coming sighing deeply and discussing your You’re so silly! Hahahah! There you and their bodacious (second time
for a comedy/lecture at 9 p.m. in the profoud feelings about a society that go breathing all the time! Silly!
used!) costumes.
P.S. I am not a crackpot.
GSC Theatre. What can I do?
just can’t understand or accept you.
After a full day of complaining, be
sure to retreat to a quiet suburban
home with your loving family.
January 22
January 18
January 20
You’ll be so emo and so awesome!
Sometimes I wish I had a pet
Have you ever had this overThe movie “Dan in Real Life”
There will be a “Classical Piano Dodo bird. Not just any old bird
whelming desire to change your will be playing in the GSC Theatre Concert” at 2:30 p.m. in the GSC named Dodo, but a genuine Dodo
personality even for just a day?
tonight at 11 p.m.
Theatre today. This is a great op- bird. I would name it Falcon. I’d
I’m not talking about good
If you want to pretend you’re a portunity to try out another per- take Falcon to class with me and
change of personality like “growth” teeny-bopper princess (male or fe- sonality...old geezer. You can clip we’d pass notes in the back. At least,
or “reflection” or “learning from the male!) dye your hair blonde, find an coupons, spray yourself with moth- I’d pass him a note and he’d eat it
past” or any of that voodoo mumbo agent to brainwash a bunch of young ball smell, wear bad dentures and tip or poop on it or something. Alas and
jumbo. I’m talking about conceal- girls to adore you despite your lack your college-aged waitress at Bob alack, my fantasy can never come
ing your real identity by changing of talent then make some really bad Evans two percent of your bill even true because Dodo birds have been
everything about your appearance life decisions and you’ll be all set! though she did a great job taking extinct since the mid-to-late 17th
and personality based on stereo- Look out world, here comes Britney care of your dining needs.
century. Galileo has been extinct
types of others!
Lynn Montana Duff!
since then, too. Now you know!
P.S. I do not hold a grudge.

Thursday

Saturday

Friday

Sunday

Tuesday

Classifieds

For classified orders and information, call Zach Nolden at 513-745-3561 or email him at Newswire-Classifieds@xavier.edu

For Rent
Spacious XU Apartments and houses. One to 13 bedrooms available and everything in between.Many with heat
and water paid. Easy walk or bike to class. Free off-street
parking and laundry on site. Call Scott at 673-4946 today!

Available for August and June: 1/4 mile from XU. Incredible 3 and 5 bedroom Apartments. Includes: A/C, Sunroom, Full Kitchesn, Laundry Room, Cable, Garage parking. Great closet space! Excellent Service! No Nicer place
in Xavier Market! Special party area to hang and relax! 5
bdrm $1775 ($335 per person), 3 bdrm $1050 ($350 per
person). All utilities included! Call Tim (513)266-6567

Help Wanted
Piano Players Wanted to teach piano to children
in their homes. Teaching experience is not necessary but must have 5 or more years of formal lessons. Positions are year round and a minimum of one
year commitment is required. Pay is $21.00/hr plus
bonuses. 513-459-3069. www.playtimepiano.com

Houses For Rent 2 Blocks from Campus. 2, 3, and 4 bedroom houses available for this winter, next summer and
BABYSITTER NEEDED FOR HYDE PARK FAMILY. 3 Yr
next school year,2 blocks from campus,clean,fully equipped, Huge 2 BR & 3 BR apartments, Washer & Dryer, walk old girl and two month old girl - flexible hours available.
off street parking, laundry, next to other student hous- to class. Secure building with plenty of parking. Balcony Live 10 minutes away from campus. Call 513-600-5415.
ing, please call 513-616-3798 or email cit545@aol.com & large yard. Call 673-4946 to set an appointment.

Travel

Spring Break 2008. Sell Trips, Earn Cash and Go
House for rent. 6+ bedrooms. 4 bathrooms. 1/4 mile from 3/4 bedroom- Norwood. Walk to Xavier. Wa- Free. Call for group discounts.
Best Deals Guarter
paid.
Coin
op
laundry.
$850
per
month.
campus. 50x9 covered porch. 25x10 living room. Dynaenteed! Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas, S.
mite Student Housing. $1200/month. Call Mark 604-5159. $450 Deposit. Call Mike @ 513-300-2392 Padre, Florida. 800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.







Oxford Apartments
1005-07 Dana Ave.







Now Leasing
$405 and up
http://www.apartmentsincinti.com
Manager: Art 513-961-3786
Office: 513-474-5093









Free Heat & Water
Walk to Campus
Cable/ Dial Hook-up
Air Conditioning
Parking

All the
cool
kids are
doing
it.

newswire-classifieds
@xavier.edu

